
Your meeting, your way

Hush 
acoustic 
 office 
solutions



Hush Meet is an additional, independent space for your 
office. It allows you to conduct meetings in a comfortable 
and secure environment with advanced acoustic solu-
tions. Additionally, the closed space provides a feeling 

of privacy which ensures that everyone within the Hush 
Meet can feel at ease. The pod is an excellent alter-
native to small conference rooms and can be placed  
wherever you want!

We provide separate mobile spaces,
replacing stress with harmony & peace.

Why is the Hush Meet a unique
office solution?

Hush Meet is a perfect place for:

Private 
meetings

Creative 
work

Group video 
conferences

HR 
interviews

Mobility

You can move the pod 

without disassembly.

Acoustics

The upholstery and double glazed door 

with acoustic film effectively absorbs sound.

Dimensions

It occupies space needed for 

two standard workstations.

Facilities
Hush Meet is an independent space

powered by electricity, providing comfortable

conditions during the meeting.

 hushoffice.com



Technical features

Anti-collision door 

manifestation

Toughened acoustic glass 

with high quality handle

Door within the aluminium 

frame includes an acoustic seal

Acoustic lined fabric panels

Leveling feet

Led ceiling light with dimmer

Ventilation system activated by 

a presence sensor

Option to hang a TV screen  

on the central panel

Power module 

(Power + USB + RJ45)

Two upholstered benches

Possibility to move without 

disassembly
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Dimensions

W:   2150 mm

D:  1390 mm

H: 2300 mm
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Find out more by visiting our website. 
www.hushoffice.com

Colour Finishes
Carcass finishes

Middle column

Interior finishes

Upholstery Wool

THY TEMTCL TRC

TTETSNTBI TDU THI TTM

TFI TPL TPC TSI TPE TGR

TFU TORTEGTINTON TST

TLI TWO TMS TCATJA TSG

Upholstery Petrus

TWN TER TCS TMTTGA TAG

TCE TDK TKITNT TNX TDM

Upholstery Mura

TRO TGYTGC TNJ TZJ

TKHTSC

TBE TFLTUM THB TPUTMA

TCC

TOLABBAGC ASP

AGC

ABB



 

WHAT IS HUSH IN REAL LIFE?
We test our pods and booths with cutting edge 
technologies in professional environments. And we’re 
committed to bringing the best possible solutions to 
the market!

Open office noise is the volume of blaring TV (~70 dB). Hushoffice pods take this noise 
and convert into 36dB: a decibel level as peaceful as the sound of singing birds.
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Inside Hush, every conversation is converted to the volume of a whisper, and can 
barely be heard from outside.
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